
As it results from the title, the work is focused on the historical evolution of  
Ceska Kamenice in the period of years from 1945 to 1951. May 1945 seems to be  
the turning point of the further development of Ceska Kamenice. The German  
inhabitants, who had represented the majority population so far, were at once  
qualified as political unreliable and in light of important changes that were  
expected, discriminating regulations started to be carried out against them. In the  
meantime the Czech from various parts of the Republic began to come there. Some  
of them beholded their arrival just as an oportunity to feather their nests, but of  
course there were those too, who decided to stay and settle down in the town. They  
gained the national stewardship and started their new lives. However, some of the  
new settlers had to leave the town again because the stewardship was not always  
taken over by people who were the most competent and qualified. Assigning to this  
office as well as being resigned from, often became the demonstration of potencial  
power.  
 
The first months in Ceska Kamenice were accompanied by injustice and  
tyrany. Units of troops and guerrilla forces that settled in the town tyrannized both,  
Czech and German inhabitants and the endeavour to stop it was suppressed. These  
events were only revealed in 1947 thanks to efforts of ing. Caidler, a former  
member of Municipal People´s Committee, who believed that malfeasance must be  
punished, and thanks to Michal Mareš, a journalist who worked for Peroutka´s  
Dnesek and published the events mentioned above.  
 
The postwar history of Ceska Kamenice is typical for its entire exchange of  
population structure. Nearly all the Germans were transfered. Most of them had to  
leave the town immediately in June 1945, during so called violent transfers. The  
rest of the German population was transfered during summer 1946. From the  
original number of 6 600 German inhabitants just a few hundreds stayed there. And  
even this stage was controled. The last specialists and experts were sent inland.  
Ceska Kamence has never reached its prewar number of inhabitants. External and  
home events affected the further economic process of Ceska Kamenice. The town,  
that used to be the centre of textile industry and partly the centre of glassmaking  
lost its exclusive position at the expense of consolidation, dissolution and transfer of  
 
establishments. The process of turning a German town into a Czech one brought  
about further events, for example streets were renamed, Czech schools were started  
up and a Czech library was founded.  
 
At the end of the final year of the research, in 1951, Ceska Kamenice  
already became a Czech town. Although it took just two years to turn Ceska  
Kamenice into the Czech town, the town itself put up with this strong interference  
much longer. 


